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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems. I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT and I want to welcome you to our newly-redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web-based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program, we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener, which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website at www.pcb.its.dot.gov Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.
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Transit Signal Priority in Connected 
Vehicle Environment

Image specific 
to content

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the fourth in a series of modules on transit signal priority.  



Instructor
Patrick Chan, P.E.
Senior Technical Staff
Consensus Systems Technologies 
(ConSysTec)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Patrick Chan has been involved with the development of ITS standards since the year 2000. He is a member of the SAE Technical Committees that develop connected vehicle standards, including SAE J2735, which is the data dictionary for connected vehicles.  He is also the editor of Version 2 of NTCIP 1211, Object Definitions for Sign Control Priority (SCP), which supports transit signal priority. Patrick has more than 29 years of ITS experience, including four years as an ITS project manager with a public agency.



Describe how transit signal priority may be provided in a 
connected vehicle environment

Describe Transit Signal Priority (TSP) Standards in a Connected 
Vehicle Environment

Describe what agencies need to do to prepare for Connected 
Vehicle (CV) TSP implementation

Implementation Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The learning objectives for this module. By the end of this module, you should be able to: describe, identify, discuss, and understand some of the issues to consider.



Learning Objective 1

Describe how transit signal priority 
may be provided in a connected 
vehicle environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The first learning objective.



Describe how transit signal priority may be provided in a 
connected vehicle environment
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 Define what is a connected vehicle (CV) 
environment
 Describe how Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is currently 

implemented and the role of NTCIP 1211
 Identify what information is exchanged for TSP in a 

connected vehicle environment
 Describe potential advantages of a CV implementation 

over traditional TSP implementations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Describe the key points for this learning objective.



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment ?

Source: US Department of Transportation, 2019 Urban Mobility Report, TTI

Safety
37,113 motor vehicle deaths in 2017
6,452,000 crashes in 2017

Mobility
8.8 billion hours of travel delay
$166 billion cost of urban congestion

Environment
3.3 billion gallons of wasted fuel
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Transportation Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Let’s start off with reviewing the major transportation challenges that transportation agencies face today.  First is safety.  In 2017, more than 37 thousand motor vehicle deaths were recorded as part of over 6.4 million crashes on the US roadways.  It is also estimated that 8.8 billion hours were wasted in 2017 on the nation’s highways waiting in congestion, which has an estimated economic productivity cost of $166 billion dollars.  The same congestion had an impact on the environment, resulting in approximately 3.3 billion gallons of wasted fuel.  USDOT believes that the deployment of a connected vehicle environment can help transportation agencies address these challenges.  For example, USDOT believes that the deployment of the CV environment may have eliminated 80% of the crashes that occurred in 2017.Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



CV environment consists of:
• Connected vehicles
• Connected individuals 

(vulnerable road users)
• Connected infrastructure

CV Communications
• Wireless
• Mixture of 

oShort-range 
communications

oRemote 
communications
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Source: US Department of Transportation

The CV Environment

What is a Connected Vehicle Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:But what exactly is the CV environment?  In broad terms, the CV environment consists of vehicles, individuals (such as pedestrians or bicyclists, also known as vulnerable road users) equipped with smart devices, and infrastructure that can wirelessly communicate amongst each other to provide valuable services that may address the transportation challenges presented in the previous slide. These services, enabled by software applications, can help to reduce crashes, improve mobility, and improve the environment.  This connectivity is provided through a range of wireless technologies, but primarily in the following two categories:One, short range communications, which provide an open network over hundreds of meters so vehicles approaching each other can communicate and inform each other of their presence and movement (V2V).  These vehicles may also exchange information with the infrastructure (V2I) and individual travellers through smart devices (V2P).Second, remote communications, which allow these connected vehicles and travellers to access centralized services, such as fleet management capabilities, regional traffic management, and personalized trip information, etc.Collectively, this connectivity is referred to as vehicle to everything (V2X).Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment?

Current position
and sensor data

Current position
and sensor data

Infrastructure
data

Source: US Department of Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:What data might be exchanged among the CV components to address the transportation challenges previously mentioned?Connected vehicles, communicating via an On-Board Unit (OBU):Share their current position and sensor data with other vehicles, travelers, and the infrastructureReceive data from the infrastructure that can reduce the likelihood of incidents and improve mobility (e.g., reduce delays)Connected individuals (vulnerable road users), communicating via a smart device or mobile unit:Share their current position with other vehicles and the infrastructureReceive information about their current surroundings, e.g., where the crosswalks are and if the walk phase is on.Connected infrastructure, possibly communicating via a roadside unit (RSU):Provide geographic and traffic information about the intersection and the roadway, including signal timing dataReceive movement information from nearby vehicles and travelers, e.g., there’s a vehicle approaching the signalized intersection or there’s a vulnerable road user in the crosswalk.Image: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm



What is a Connected Vehicle Environment?

Source: US Department of Transportation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:How is this data useful in addressing safety, mobility and environmental challenges?The answer is by developing applications, or software that uses the data exchanged to:Make changes to traffic strategies based on the presence and location of travelersWarn travelers, such as vulnerable road users to avoid violating right-of-way in the signalized intersectionsProvide advisories to travelers, such as a transit vehicle driver, to improve flow through the signalized intersectionImage: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_overview.htm
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An operational strategy that provides preferential 
treatment (priority) to facilitate the movement of transit
vehicles through signalized intersections
• Does not degrade the overall performance of the 

traffic network
• Provides more efficient use of the street network by 

increasing the throughput of travelers
• Improves reliability (on-time performance and 

scheduled adherence) of public transportation
Signal Priority applications can apply for emergency and 
freight vehicles also
• Address mobility and environmental challenges

Transit Signal Priority

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This module focuses on applications that support transit signal priority (TSP). Review what is transit signal priority.Unlike pre-emption, priority in general is a strategy to provide preferential treatment of a vehicle or traveller over other vehicles and travellers without disrupting traffic signal coordination.An effective priority strategy minimizes the negative impacts on other vehicles and the traffic network, in fact, may result in positive impacts.TSP can prioritize transit vehicles, increasing the throughput of travellers through the street network, especially when the transit vehicle has multiple riders.  Consider this: without priority all vehicles are treated equally regardless of their economic value.  TSP is a strategy that places a higher value on transit vehicles over other vehicles, such as a single passenger-occupied vehicle.TSP can also be used to improve the reliability of transit service (not too early or too late), which is important to travellers and increases the attractiveness of transit.TSP applications are considered a mobility and environmental application.



How Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is Currently Implemented
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Current Systems
Optical Systems
• An optical emitter on the vehicle requests 

preemption/priority
• Activated manually by the driver or based on 

location
• An optical detector near the traffic signal controller

Optical Receiver

Optical Emitter

traffic cabinet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This slide presents how older generations of TSP work prior to connected vehicles.Most existing TSP systems are optical systems, consisting of an optical emitter on a vehicle; and an optical receiver at the signalized intersection.  The vehicle may be a transit vehicle or an emergency response vehicle.  As the vehicle approaches the intersection, the optical emitter is activated, either manually by the driver or perhaps based on the vehicle location.  The optical receiver mounted near the signalized intersection activates an input in the traffic signal cabinet, that then triggers pre-emption or priority, depending on how the signal controller cabinet is wired.Image:Patrick Chan
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Current Systems
Optical Systems – Limitations:
• Requires line of sight.  The detector must be aligned 

in the direction of the emitter, optical emitters/receivers 
could get dirty or misaligned, limited range.

• Limited information transmitted (timestamp, vehicle id 
maybe)

• Schedule may need to be maintained on the vehicle
• Proprietary.  Hinders extending / connecting TSP 

corridors.
• Requires equipment at each intersection and on each 

vehicle.
• Lack of security.

How Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is Currently Implemented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:However, there are some limitations to these optical systems.It needs line of sight – which could be a problem in bad weather.Limited information – The system may not know which vehicle (or type of vehicle) made the request, perhaps only what time the request was made is the only information available.The systems also tend to be proprietary, which is a barrier to extending or expanding TSP to other corridors.Equipment has to be purchased for each intersection that priority is needed, and for each bus that desires to request priority.There is very little security – there is little verification of the identity of the requestor.



Role of NTCIP 1211 in Transit Signal Priority (TSP)
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NTCIP 1211
An information content standard that 
defines aspects of a 
communications interface standard 
for a Signal Control Priority (SCP) 
system
• Defines data elements (object 

definitions) used to monitor, 
configure and control a SCP 
system

• References NTCIP 1201 for 
generic data elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:To address part of the problems, such as proprietary equipment, there also has been several efforts to develop ITS standards to support TSP.  One of those standards is NTCIP 1211, which addresses signal control priority for signalized intersections.  NTCIP 1211 is an information content standard and provides the vocabulary for sharing information between different components of an SCP system.Modules 8 and 9 presents NTCIP 1211 in more detail.  Additional information about these modules is presented at the end of this presentation, and in the Student Supplement Content/Source URLNTCIP 1211 v02 – Object Definitions for Signal Control and Prioritization (SCP)
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NTCIP 1211
• Priority Request Generator (PRG). Generates the 

priority requests for signal priority
• Priority Request Server (PRS).  Receives the priority 

requests and processes the requests to determine the 
optimal signal timing to service the priority requests, 
then transmits service requests to the CO

• Coordinator (CO).  Receives the service requests 
from the PRS and provides the signal priority

How Transit Signal Priority (TSP) is Currently Implemented

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This slide presents the primary components of an SCP system, as defined in NTCIP 1211. Each component performs some specific functions that are necessary for an SCP system.  These components are: the PRG, the PRS, and the CO.  Each is a logical component (or a piece of software) that performs those functions, maybe as part of a transit management software, or a software component on a bus, or software on a traffic signal controller.  They may be physical devices that is located somewhere, such as on the fleet vehicle, in a roadside cabinet, or at a management center – this is discussed more in detail later in this module when we present the physical architecture.



What Information is Exchanged for TSP in a Connected 
Vehicle Environment

Vehicle to Infrastructure
Priority Requests
• Requests for preferential treatment

• When is priority needed (i.e., when does the vehicle 
expects to arrive at the intersection)?

• Where is the vehicle going (i.e., What direction is 
the vehicle moving and will it turn)?

• How high a priority is the priority request?

priority request
priority requests

priority request service requests
Priority 
Request 

Server (PRS)
Coordinator 

(CO)

Priority 
Request 

Generator 
(PRG) priority status

Vehicle Infrastructure

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

Roadside 
Unit (RSU)

Logical Component

Physical Component

Legend

priority status
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The key point is to know what information is exchanged between these components in the CV environment, and this information is presented in the next several slides.  For TSP, there are only two components that are considered in the CV environment; the PRG and the PRS, which is usually part of the infrastructure. Physically, there are only two entities: the requestor, which may be an On-Board Unit (OBU) on a vehicle or the mobile (smart) device on a vulnerable road user (VRU), and the infrastructure, which is represented either by a Roadside Unit (RSU) in the field or a center.  While this module focuses on transit vehicles, note that signal priority will work the same way for any authorized vehicle, or even an authorized VRU (e.g., a visually impaired pedestrian).From the authorized transit vehicle to the infrastructure, the information consists of a request for priority.Note that CV does not consider the interface between the PRS and the CO, while NTCIP 1211 does.  NTCIP 1211 may also address the interface between the PRG and the OBU; and the RSU and the PRS.



What information is Exchanged for TSP in a Connected 
Vehicle Environment

Vehicle to Infrastructure
Vehicle Information
• Broadcasts their location and kinematics

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:In addition to priority requests from the Vehicle to Infrastructure, a vehicle can also broadcast general information about its current location, its kinematics, and descriptions about itself, including what type of vehicle it is.  Kinematic information can include heading, speed, and acceleration. Based on that information, the infrastructure can make a decision if priority is to be provided to the vehicle.Image:  www.pexels.com



What Information is Exchanged for TSP in a Connected 
Vehicle Environment

Infrastructure to Vehicle
Priority Status
• Acknowledges that the priority request was received

• Indicates the status of the priority request
• Indicates what priority treatment is being provided 

(if any)?
• Indicates when will priority treatment will be 

provided?
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Priority Request

priority requestspriority request service requests
Priority 
Request 

Server (PRS)
Coordinator 

(CO)

Priority 
Request 

Generator 
(PRG) Priority Status

Vehicle Infrastructure

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

Roadside 
Unit (RSU)

Logical Component

Physical Component

Legend

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:In the other direction, from the infrastructure to the vehicle, the information consists of the status of the priority request.



What Information is Exchanged for TSP in a Connected 
Vehicle Environment?

Infrastructure to Vehicle
• Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) information, which 

provides dynamic signal phase and timing data from 
one or more traffic signal controllers

• What movements (by lane) are currently allowed 
and when will the movement state is likely to end

• MAP (roadway geometry) provides static roadway 
geometric information (e.g., lane information)

• May be required from the infrastructure to support 
TSP

• Both messages are defined in SAE J2735
• For additional information, see CV273, Introduction to 

SPaT/MAP Messages
20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Other information from the Infrastructure to the Vehicle may include the following:Signal Phase and Timing data may be used by the transit vehicle to determine if the vehicle needs transit priority.  The MAP data is necessary so the transit vehicle knows what lane to request priority for, and what lane it would like to exit the intersection.  Generally, SPaT and MAP data also need to be broadcasted at signalized intersections to provide TSP in a CV environment.



Potential Advantages of a CV Implementation over 
Traditional TSP Implementations

• Low initial costs if vehicles and infrastructure is 
already connected

• V2V safety applications
• Signalized intersection applications
• See Module 11, Transit and the Connected 

Vehicle Environment/Emerging Technologies, 
Applications, and Future Platforms for other 
transit applications

• Just need to add support for TSP application
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:But what are some of the advantages of using the CV environment to provide TSP over traditional system.First, lower initial costs if the infrastructure and vehicles are already connected.   The infrastructure and vehicles may already be connected in support of other applications.  If already connected, the transit vehicles and infrastructure only needs to be expanded to support the TSP application.  Reference Module 11 for other potential transit applications.



Potential Advantages of a CV Implementation over 
Traditional TSP Implementations

• Standardized messages
• Also supports emergency vehicles and freight 

vehicles
• Standardized security measures among all vehicle 

types and services
• Additional performance metric information
• Line of sight not required

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Standardized messages across regional transit corridors is another advantage.  This allows for expansion of the TSP system while still supporting innovations – for example, an application by a different vendor may offer new features without requiring changes to the TSP infrastructure.A CV environment can also standardize security measures for all participating vehicles.  This includes certificates that verify the identity of the requesting vehicle and what privileges have been granted.Additional performance metrics will be available. Traditional TSP systems may not be able to track which vehicle made the requests, the location of the vehicle when the request was made, how often priority is requested (and granted).  In a CV environment, this information may be available.
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What is a disadvantage of using a traditional optical 
TSP system?

a) Special equipment is required for each intersection

b) Line of sight is required

c) Limited amount of information can be transferred

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

24



Review of Answers

a) Special equipment required for each intersection

Incorrect. Optical equipment is required on each intersection and 
vehicle.

b) Line of sight is required

Incorrect. The required line of sight has a relatively high 
possibility of being obstructed.

c) Limited amount of information can be transferred

Incorrect. Relatively little information about the vehicle can be 
obtained.

d) All of the above

Correct! All of the above are disadvantages.

25



Learning Objective

Describe TSP Standards in a 
Connected Vehicle Environment
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TSP Standards in a Connected Vehicle Environment
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• Previously described what data is needed to support 
TSP in a Connected Vehicle Environment

• The next several slides describe how the standards 
define this data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Introduction slide to this learning objective.Previously, the module introduced what data is needed to be exchanged between the components to enable TSP in a CV environment.The next several slides describe the standards that support these data exchanges to enable TSP in a CV environment, and the contents of the standardized messages.



Relevant Standards and the Maturity of the Standards

28

SAE J2735 Standard
• Dedicated Short Range 

Communications (DSRC) 
Message Set Dictionary

• A data dictionary for the CV 
environment.

• Defines messages and 
data elements

• Includes vehicle 
kinematic information, 
position correction 
information, traveler 
information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:SAE J2735, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary has been developed and defines a set of messages and data elements for the CV environment.  It also defines a message framework for new messages if a user need is defined.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603



Message
(sentence)

Data frames
(Phrases)                                                   1..32

Data Elements                                                                  …
(words)
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SAE J2735 Standard

timeStamp

requests

messageId

MSG_SignalRequestMessage

minuterequestssecond second duration

Relevant Standards and the Maturity of the Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:First, an introduction to structure of messages in SAE J2735. The SAE J2735 contains definitions of data elements, data frames, and messages. This slide is a graphical depiction of the relationship between a message, data frames, and data elements.A message is a sequence of data frames and data elements providing information for a pre-defined application that collectively support a function. An analogy to the English language is that a message is analogous to a sentence.Data frames are sequences of related data elements that provide information on a very specific topic. An example is location – individually, longitude, latitude and elevation may be interesting, but together, these 3 data elements are important and mean something.  Another example is date and time.  By itself, hour, minutes, and seconds are interesting, but together, it is an important data concept.  An analogy to the English language is that a data frame is analogous to a phrase. Data elements are the smallest entity of data and are the words that create phrases or sentences.  In the English language, a data element is equivalent to a word.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan
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Signal Request Message (SRM)
• Broadcast by a vehicle (On-Board Unit) to 

infrastructure (Roadside Unit)
• Asks for preferential (preemption/priority) treatment

for one or more signalized intersections
• Includes approach and desired egress lane, and 

estimated times
• Must be configured to work reliably and with security 

protections

SRMOn Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Previously, the contents of a priority request from an authorized vehicle was described in general terms.  In SAE J2735, the priority request is provided by the Signal Request Message.The message can be used to request preferential treatment at one or more signalized intersections.  Preferential treatment, if provided, is based on the vehicle’s estimated time of arrival, the lane that the vehicle expects to arrive at the intersection, and optionally the lane it expects to exit the intersection.  This requires that the vehicle knows the lane identifiers at the intersection.  This can be accomplished by a database on the vehicle, or by the infrastructure providing (broadcasting) MAP data.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• messageId. DE_DSRCmsgID = 14
• timestamp. Number of elapsed minutes in the year
• second. Number of milliseconds within the minute
• sequenceNumber.  Message counter
• requests.  Data for the priority request (up to 32)
• requestor.  Data about the requesting vehicle
• regional.  Regional extensions

timeStamp requestsmessageId
MSG_SignalRequestMessage

requestor regionalsecond

1..32 mandatory

optional

sequenceNumber

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM message. Over the next several slides, we’ll review the contents of the SRM.  This module does not present all the data elements in the SRM but provides an introductory overview of the key data concepts.Each data “concept” consists of a type and name. The type defines the type of data, whether it’s a data frame or data element, and the name is the name of the instance.Each box contains the instance name of the data concept.  Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.messageId is the instance name, and the type is a data element, DE_DSRCmsgIDmessageId – defines what type of message follows. messageId (DE_DSRCmsgID) = 14 represents the 2016 version of the SRM message.timeStamp – number of elapsed minutes of the current year when the message was constructed (DE_MinuteOfTheYear)second – (DE_Second).  Seconds within the minute when the message was constructed.sequenceNumber – (DE_MsgCount). a data element used as a sequence number/message counter for the message.  This is a potential implementation issue.  The definition allows the sequence number to be incremented:every time the message is transmitted (can be used to determine if a message is missed); ORwhen the contents of the message changes (allows a receiver to ignore the contents if the message was already previously processed)Needs clarification – may impact how receivers use SRM data. ISO TS 19091 defines its usage as when the content of the message changes.requests – (DF_SignalRequestList).  A data frame containing the data for each request for an intersection.  Requests for up to 32 intersections can be included in a single message.requestor - (DF_RequestorDescription).  Information about the traveler (or transit vehicle) making a request.regional – allows regional extensions.  Recall that SAE J2735 may be used internationallyContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• id. Identifies the target intersection for the priority request
• requestID.  An identifier for the priority request
• requestType.  Request type (new, update, cancel)
• inboundlane.  Identifier of the lane the requestor expects 

to enter the intersection

mandatory

optional

requests

requests minute second duration

id requestID requestType inboundLane outboundLane

1..32

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).Each request consists of the following:id: Identifies the intersection (DF_IntersectionReferenceID)requestID: Identifies the request (DE_RequestID )requestType: indicates request type (new, update, cancel) (DE_PriorityRequestType )Inboundlane: specifies ingress to intersection (DF_IntersectionAccessPoint )Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• minute.  Estimated time of arrival (ETA) in number of 
elapsed minutes in the year

• second.  Estimated time of arrival (ETA) in number of 
elapsed seconds into the minute

mandatory

optional

requests

requests minute second duration

id requestID requestType inboundLane outboundLane

1..32

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).OptionallyMinute: number of minutes into year for the ETA (DE_MinuteOfTheYear )Second: number of milliseconds into minute for the ETA (DE_DSecond )Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• duration.  Represents milliseconds after the ETA, to 
create a window that the requestor will arrive at the 
intersection

• outboundLane.  Identifier of the lane the requestor 
expects to exit the intersection

mandatory

optional

requests

requests minute second duration

id requestID requestType inboundLane outboundLane

1..32

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).OptionallyDuration: possible uncertainty between ETA and actual arrival at intersection(DE_Dsecond)Outboundlane: specifies egress lane for intersection(DF_IntersectionAccessPoint)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• id. Identifier of the requestor.  Generally, a fixed id.
• type.  Represents the type of requestor (emergency, 

public transit, truck, fire, police, cyclist, pedestrian, etc…)
• May include regional subroles
• Importance level
• Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) 

classification type

mandatory

optional

requestor

id type position name routeName transitStatus transitSchedule regionaltransitOccupancy

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).OptionallyId: an identifier for the requestor.  SAE j2735 implies this should be a temporary identifier that is constantly changing for privacy purposes, but in practice, it is a fixed identifier for transit vehicles in TSP. (DF_VehicleID )type: identifies the requesting vehicle type (ambulance, bus).  HPMS is the Highway Performance Monitoring System and is a requirement for receiving funding for interstate highways.(DF_RequestorType )Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• position. Latitude, longitude, elevation (optional)
• heading.  Direction of travel of the requestor
• speed.  Transmission state and vehicle speed
• name.  A descriptive name for debugging
• routeName.  A route name for transit use

mandatory

optional

requestor

id type position name routeName transitStatus transitSchedule regionaltransitOccupancy

heading speedposition

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).OptionallyPosition(DF_Position3D)Heading(DE_Angle)Speed(DF_TransmissionAndSpeed)Name(DE_DescriptiveName)routeName(DE_DescriptiveName)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)

• transitStatus. Status of the transit vehicle.  E.g., parked, 
ADA access in progress, loading bicycle, vehicle door 
open, at stop line.

• transitOccupancy.  Relative level of ridership (7 levels 
from Empty to Full).

• transitSchedule.  Schedule adherence delta of the 
requesting vehicle in 10 second steps.

mandatory

optional

requestor

id type position name routeName transitStatus transitSchedule regionaltransitOccupancy

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SRM  (continued).Highlight each data concept as we walk through each one.Optionally:transitStatus(DE_TransitVehicleStatus)transitOccupancy(DE_TransitVehicleOccupancy)transitSchedule(DE_DeltaTime)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Request Message (SRM)
Mandatory Elements
• second.  Time message was generated
• id. Identifier of the requestor.  Generally a fixed id.

Request for Service
• id. Identifies the target intersection for the priority request
• requestID.  An identifier for the priority request
• requestType.  Request type (new, update, cancel)
• inboundlane.  Identifier of the lane the requestor expects 

to enter the intersection

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This slide summarizes what is the mandatory, and thus minimum, information provided in a SRM. To summarize, the mandatory elements of the SRM are the following:second.  The time within a minute the SRM was generated.Id. The identifier of the requestor.The standard only requires these two elements.  This may be sufficient if the requestor is requesting preferential treatment for all intersections and under all conditions.  E.g., railroad preemption may be an example – provide priority to the railcar wherever it goes and in any direction. However, for TSP, more likely to request only for specific intersections and in a specific direction.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan
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Signal Request Message (SRM)
Example
1. A transit vehicle enters DSRC range and approaches 

two signalized intersections 
2. The transit vehicle wirelessly broadcasts a SRM, with its 

ETA and the identifier of the lanes to enter and egress at 
both intersections

3. The RSU for at both intersections receives the SRM and 
relays the request to the PRS, which processes the 
request.

SAE J2735

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a typical use case on how the SRM is transmitted for TSP in a CV environment.Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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• Broadcast by the infrastructure (Roadside Unit) and 
can be received by a vehicle (On-Board Unit)

• Provides the status of each priority request received by  
one or more signalized intersections

On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

SRM

Signal Status Message (SSM)

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The signal status message is a return message generated from the infrastructure to the requester, usually the Roadside Unit and the vehicle, respectively, but it can be from a center to a personal device on a vulnerable road user such as a pedestrian or bicyclist.  The SSM provided the status of the each priority request received for a signalized intersection.



1..32
• messageId. DE_DSRCmsgID = 15
• timestamp. Number of elapsed minutes in the year
• second. Number of milliseconds within the minute
• sequenceNumber.  Message counter.
• status.  Data about an intersection and received requests
• regional.  Regional extensions
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timeStamp sequenceNumbermessageId

MSG_SignalStatusMessage

status regionalsecond

mandatory

optional

SRM
On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM
Signal Status Message (SSM)

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SSM message.Boxes in green are mandatory, boxes in yellow are optional.messageId – defines what type of message follows. messageId (DE_DSRCmsgID) = 15 represents the 2016 version of the SSM message.timeStamp – number of elapsed minutes of the current year when the message was constructed (DE_MinuteOfTheYear)second – number of elapsed milliseconds within the elapsed minute(DE_Dsecond)sequenceNumber: a data element used as a sequence number/message counter for the message (DE_MsgCount).  This is a potential implementation issue.  The definition allows the sequence number to be incremented:every time the message is transmitted (can be used to determine if a message is missed); ORwhen the contents of the message changes (allows a receiver to ignore the contents if the message was already previously processed)Needs clarification – may impact how receivers use SSM data. ISO TS 19091 defines its usage as when the content of the message changes.status: data about the intersection(DF_SignalStatusList)regional: regional extensionsContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



• sequenceNumber.  Message counter for the 
intersection. Increments when the status changes.

• id. Regionally unique intersection identifier.
• inBoundOn.  The identifier of the lane for entering the 

intersection.
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mandatory

optional
status

sequenceNumber id sigStatus regional

1..32

requester inboundOn outboundOn minute duration regionalsecond status

Signal Status Message (SSM)

SAE J2735

1..32

SRM
On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SSM message.Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.Each SSM can contain information for up to 32 intersections.sequenceNumber: a data element used as a sequence number/message counter for the status of the intersection (DE_MsgCount).  This is a potential implementation issue.  The definition allows the sequence number to be incremented:every time the message is transmitted (can be used to determine if a message is missed); ORwhen the contents of the message changes (allows a receiver to ignore the contents if the message was already previously processed)Needs clarification – may impact how receivers use SSM data. ISO TS 19091 defines its usage as when the content of the message changes,.Id(DF_IntersectionReferenceID)For each signalized intersection, the SSM can provide the status for up to 32 priority requests.  Each priority status consists of the inBoundOn(DF_IntersectionAccessPoint)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



• status.  Status of the priority request. Values include 
processing, granted, rejected, maxPresence, 
reserviceLocked

• requester. Data about the priority request – vehicle 
identifier, requestID, and message counter.
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mandatory
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1..32

requester inboundOn outboundOn minute duration regionalsecond status

Signal Status Message (SSM)

SAE J2735

SRM
On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SSM message.Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.For each priority request, the SSM provides the:status(DE_PrioritizationResponseStatus)requester(DF_SignalRequesterInfo)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.



• outboundOn. The identifier of the lane for exiting the 
intersection.

• minute.  Estimated time of arrival (ETA) in number of 
elapsed minutes in the year

• second.  Estimated time of arrival (ETA) in number of 
elapsed seconds into the minute
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mandatory

optional
status

sequenceNumber id sigStatus regional

1..32

requester inboundOn outboundOn minute duration regionalsecond status

Signal Status Message (SSM)

SAE J2735
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On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a SSM message.Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.Optionally, the message can also include:outboundOn(DF_IntersectionAccessPoint)minute(DE_MinuteOfTheYear)second(DE_Dsecond)Content/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick ChanThere is animation on this slide.
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Signal Status Message (SSM)
Example
1. A RSU receives two SRM requests and the PRS 

processes the request
2. The signal controller provides the PRS with the status of 

the requests, then the PRS generates a SSM that is 
broadcasted by the RSU with the status of all SRM 
requests received.

3. Transit vehicles receive the 
SSM and travel through 
the signalized intersection 
when service is provided.

2

1 SSM

Request 1

Request 2

3 3

SAE J2735

SRM
On Board 
Unit (OBU)

RoadSide 
Unit (RSU)

SSM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a typical use case on how the SSM is transmitted for TSP in a CV environment.This is a scenario where two transit vehicles approach a signalized intersection and have each broadcast an SRM to the signal controller. The signal controller RSU is broadcasting a single SSM with the status for the two priority requests.Source of GraphicPatrick Chan
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• Broadcasted by an OBU
• Provides the location, kinematics, and sensor 

information about the vehicle
• Optionally, provides the type of vehicle
• If certified, indicates what (security) permissions it 

has
• BSMs may be used to determine if priority should be 

granted based on the location, vehicle type and 
(security) permissions of the vehicle

• Must be configured to work reliably and with security 
protections

BSMOn Board 
Unit (OBU) OBU / RSUBasic Safety Message (BSM)

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:A potentially alternate method is to use BSMs.BSMs have several optional elements that may be used for signal priorityVehicle typeSecurity permissions called SSPs



• messageId. DE_DSRCmsgID = 20
• coreData. Critical data elements included with every 

basic safety message including location, positional 
accuracy, transmission, speed, heading, acceleration, 
brake status and vehicle size

• Part II. Optional extensions including event states, 
exterior light status, path history, and vehicle 
classification (type)

• regional.  Regional extensions
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mandatory

optional

MSG_BasicSafetyMessage

regionalcoreData Part II

BSMOn Board 
Unit (OBU) OBU / RSUBasic Safety Message (BSM)

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a graphical depiction of a BSM message.Boxes in green are mandatory, yellow are optional.messageId – defines what type of message follows. messageId (DE_DSRCmsgID) = 20 represents the 2016 version of the BSM message.coreData is sent with every BSMPart II is content. includes extensionsContent/Source URLSAE J2735_201603Source of GraphicPatrick Chan
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Basic Safety Message (BSM)
Example
1. A transit vehicle enters DSRC range and approaches 

two signalized intersections, while wirelessly 
broadcasting BSMs

2. The RSU receives and processes the BSM information 
to determine its location, vehicle type and service 
permissions

3. If the transit vehicle 
satisfies the established 
criteria for signal priority, 
the RSU sends a priority 
request to the priority 
request server (PRS)

BSMOn Board 
Unit (OBU) OBU / RSU

SAE J2735

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a typical use case on how the BSM is transmitted for TSP in a CV environment.Source of GraphicPatrick Chan



• IEEE Standard for Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environments (WAVE) – Security Services for 
Applications and Management Messages

• IEEE 1609.2 Certificates
• Part of the CV security system

• Participants in the CV environment trusting the 
validity of information received from other system 
participants

• Indicates that the sender is trusted and has been 
granted the privileges to transmit the messages

IEEE
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IEEE 1609.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Another standard that may be vital, not only to TSP but to the connected vehicle environment in general is IEEE 1609.2.  Intended for DSRC, but adopted internationally regardless of the communications technology.Security involves participants in the CV environment trusting the validity of information received from other system participants.  This "trust" is critical because of the safety-critical nature of connected vehicle communications, and the risks involved with broadcast communications.  The current security system for the CV environment establishes trust through the certification of devices and the inclusion of credentials with the messages broadcasted that the sender is a trusted participant.  The credentials consist of IEEE 1609.2 certificates indicating that the sender is trusted and has been granted the privileges to transmit the messages.



• Included as part of the IEEE 1609.2 certificates to 
indicate additional privileges

• Such as the ability to request preferential treatment.
• Equipping authorized transit and emergency vehicles 

with these certificates authorizing the TSP requests, 
requests from non-eligible vehicles can be excluded 
from the priority services.

• See CV265, Introduction to IEEE 1609 Family of 
Standards for Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environments (WAVE)

• See CSE201, Introduction to Security Credential 
Management System (SCMS)
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IEEE

Service Specific Permissions (SSP)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:One of the features in the 1609.2 certificates is the Service Specific Permissions (SSPs).  The SSPs are used to indicate additional privileges such as the ability to request preferential treatment.  By equipping authorized transit and emergency vehicles with these certificates authorizing the TSP requests, requests from non-eligible vehicles can be excluded from the priority services.  When security mechanisms are not considered in a TSP for CV environment, any vehicle broadcasting priority request messages has the potential to be granted priority at a signal.



• Few actual TSP in CV implementations at this time
• Most are single agencies

• Several implementations are planned
• Need regional interoperability
• TSP applications are communications technology 

neutral
• Same standards/messages used for emergency 

vehicles/freight vehicles
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Early Adoption of the Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:There are currently a handful of actual TSP in CV environment implementations in the US. Most implementations are pilots involving only one transit agency and one traffic agency; several more are planned. National interoperability is not a concern, regional interoperability is. Interoperable in this context means that transit vehicles from different vendors and different transit agencies may exchange information and use that information, such as priority requests, with traffic signal controllers, for example- from different vendors and different agencies.  An implementation does not need to be nationally interoperable – TSP implementations will be regional in nature - transit vehicles do not generally operate nationally.The implementation of the TSP applications is communications technology-neutral.  The message set--how security is implemented--is the same regardless of the type of radio used, whether DSRC or C-V2X (3GPP PC5 Mode 4).  The only difference is which radio is selected under software control at the physical layer.
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What is a mandatory element of the SRM?

a) Request Identifier

b) Requestor Identifier

c) SequenceNumber (message counter)

d) Estimated time of arrival

Answer Choices

Question

53



Review of Answers

a) Request Identifier

Incorrect. A request identifier is not mandatory unless a specific 
request is made

b) Requestor Identifier

Correct! The identifier of the requestor must be included in 
all Signal Request Messages

c) SequenceNumber (message counter)

Incorrect. The message counter is optional.

d) Estimated Time of Arrival

Incorrect. The estimated time of arrival of the requestor is 
optional. 
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Learning Objective 3

55

Describe What Agencies Need to Do to 
Prepare for CV TSP Implementation

55



What Agencies Need to do to Prepare for CV TSP 
Implementation

• Define the roles and responsibilities of the traffic and 
transit agencies

• Define the physical architecture
• Present additional deployment guidance (security, 

authorization, vehicle priority, check-in/check-out, 
nearside vs farside)

56

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Introduction slide to this learning objective.The module has introduced the data that need to be exchanged to support TSP in a CV environment, and the standards that enable it.The module now introduces some of the implementation issues and considerations for implementing TSP, specific to a CV environment.  These implementation issues include defining the roles and responsibilities, the physical architecture, and some potential implementation approaches.



Roles and Responsibilities of the Traffic and Transit 
Agencies

• Responsible for identifying the business rules when 
Priority Requests are generated

• Schedule adherence
• Transit vehicle load
• Transit vehicle in service/not in service

• Identify the goals and objectives (performance 
measures) for the TSP system

• Outreach to other local agencies that may need 
preferential treatment to fit within the priority structure

• Emergency vehicle operators
• Freight operators
• May include cost-sharing

Transit Agencies

57

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a generic consideration, but a basic and important one.  The transit agency needs to first identify when priority requests may be generated.  The CV environment and TSP system must support those business rules.The second key point is that the TSP system must support the goals and objectives defined.  If the performance measure is reliability (that transit vehicles arrive on time, whether early or late), then the TSP system must be able to support measuring that metric.The last is outreach with other agencies that may also request preferential treatment.  What other public safety providers or freight operators (whether trucks or railcars) may request preferential treatment, and who has a higher importance under different situations?  Can they share the implementation costs?  For example, rather than have different proprietary preemption and priority equipment (one for emergency vehicles and one for transit vehicles), split the cost of non-proprietary equipment.



Roles and Responsibilities of the Traffic and Transit 
Agencies

• Responsible for granting priority requests based on the 
business rules provided by the transit agency

• Identify constraints on the business rules based on the 
traffic signal system infrastructure

Traffic Agencies

58

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:This is a generic consideration, but a basic and important one.  The traffic agency needs to determine where, how and when to service priority requests. The CV environment and TSP system must support those business rules.



• Describes six common but different system 
architectures for SCP, including the physical 
components, the logical components (PRG, PRS, CO) 
and the interfaces between them.

• Implementations are allowed to use a different 
architecture, and may support multiple 
architectures.
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Physical Architecture

NTCIP 1211

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The next important implementation step is to define the physical architecture.  The physical architecture describes the physical components of the TSP system, the interfaces between them, and where the logical components reside (PRG, PRS, CO).The diagram reflects a typical physical architecture for current TSP implementations, where an optical emitter on the fleet (transit or emergency vehicle) transmits a request to a receiver at the intersection.  The logical entities (PRG, PRS and CO) are all located inside the traffic signal cabinet.  Module 8 provides more details about the defining the physical architecture.



• What communications technology to use?
• DSRC vs. 3GPP PC5 Mode 4

• How is security provided?
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Physical Architecture

Connected Vehicle Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Another decision is to define how wireless communications will be provided in the region – what communications technology will be used?  How will security be provided?  At the time this module was developed, these decisions have not been made on a national level.  However, if a region has already deployed a connected vehicle environment, to realize the most benefits, it may make sense to use the same communications technologies and standards.



• The SAE J2735 SRM and SSM are exchanged 
between the OBU and the RSU

• PRG generates the priority request
• May be part of the vehicle on-board systems, the 

OBU, or a separate physical device
• PRS receives the priority requests and generates a 

service request to the CO
• May be part of the Coordinator (controller), the 

RSU, a separate device in the cabinet or a central 
location

SRM / SSM

61

Physical Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:In a CV environment, TSP may be provided by exchanging SRM/SSM messages between the OBU and the RSU (or a center). The source of the priority request is the PRG, which is likely located in the transit vehicle.  It could be a software application residing in the OBU, part of the vehicle on-board systems, or a separate device.  The PRS is part of the infrastructure, and is a logical component that may reside in the RSU, on the controller, as a separate device in the traffic signal cabinet or at a central location.Which physical device acts as the PRS may be the most important decision for defining the physical architecture.  It is at the PRS where business rules can be enforced, and decisions on how signal priority is implemented.  If the PRS resides in the traffic signal cabinet, any changes would have to be implemented at each and every cabinet affected.  If the PRS is at a centralized location, a centralized infrastructure would have to be in place.  If the PRS is integral to the traffic signal controller, then the agency has little or no control over the algorithms and must work the controller vendor for any changes.
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Physical Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Two potential physical architectures in a CV environment are shown using the SAE J2735 SRM/SSM. The top diagram depicts the PRG as either part of the vehicle on-board system or a separate device on-board the vehicle.  The PRG then uses NTCIP 1211 to send the priority request to the OBU, which then translates the data into an SAE J2735 SRM message.  On the right, the RSU receives the SRM message, translates it back to NTCIP 1211, then forwards it to the PRS.  The PRS is somewhere in the traffic signal cabinet and then uses NTCIP 1211 to forward a service request to the CO, which is the traffic signal controller.In the second diagram, the PRG application is located within the OBU.  It then generates the SRM message and transmits it through the OBU to the RSU.  The RSU receives the SRM, translates it to NTCIP 1211, which is then transmitted to PRS, which is part of the traffic signal controller.  Since the CO logical entity is also part of the traffic signal controller, the interface between the PRS and the CO is integral to the controller and thus can be proprietary.Note that the OBU and RSU are communications agnostic – it could be a DSRC or C-V2X radio.



• The SAE J2735 BSM is broadcasted by the OBU and 
received by the RSU

• PRG generates the priority request based on the 
vehicle’s current location, current kinematics (speed, 
heading), (vehicle) type, and / or permissions

• May be part of the RSU or a separate physical 
device in the cabinet or a central location

BSM
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Physical Architecture
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:An alternative configuration for TSP in a CV environment is to simply use the Basic Safety Messages generated by vehicles as a request for priority.  When using BSMs that are transmitted from an OBU to an RSU, a PRG processes the location, kinematics, and vehicle type of each vehicle and determines if a priority request should be generated.  The PRG could be a software application on the RSU, a device in the cabinet, or at a central location.  The PRG then generates a priority request to the PRS.



Physical Architecture

• PRS receives the priority requests and generates a 
service request to the CO

• May be part of the Coordinator (controller) or a 
separate device in the cabinet or a central location

BSM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The PRS processes the priority requests, and then sends the service requests to the Coordinator.  The PRS could be a device in the cabinet, part of the traffic signal controller, be part of the RSU, or at a central location.In the example physical architecture, the PRG and the PRS are somewhere in the traffic signal cabinet and uses NTCIP 1211 to exchange information between PRG and the PRS, and between the PRS and the CO.



• Used to determine priority
• Different type of vehicles (e.g., railroad, emergency 

vehicles, transit vehicles, freight)
• Can also distinguish between different classes of the 

same vehicle type (e.g., for transit vehicles: LRT, BRT, 
express bus, or local bus)

• Called subRole in SAE J2735
• Called vehicle class in NTCIP 1211

Vehicle Type/Class

65

Additional Deployment Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Another deployment decision is to determine the vehicle types.  The vehicle type is used to determine the importance of priority requests, generally based on the vehicle type.  Should be determined by the region in consultation with other agencies in the region that may also be granted priority.Different type of vehicles to be considered (e.g., railroad, fire trucks/ambulances, police vehicles, transit vehicles, freight).The standards also can distinguish between different classes of vehicles (e.g., type of transit vehicle: LRT, BRT, express bus, or local bus)Source of Graphicwww.pixabay.com(bus) www.thinkstock.com



Check In
• When should the PRG begin generating priority 

requests?
• Consider the transmission signal strength of the 

OBU and the receiving strength (sensitivity) of the 
RSU

• Consider the transmission rate and latency of the 
communications technology (and the AVL system)

Check Out
• When will the traffic signal controller know that the 

requestor has checked out?

Check In / Check Out

66

Additional Deployment Guidance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Another implementation issue is the check-in; that is, when should the vehicle begin transmitting the priority request if the PRG is on the vehicle, or what is the minimum distance from the intersection must the PRG detect the vehicle to generate a priority request if the PRG is elsewhere.  The distance/time will vary by intersection – the further away from the intersection, the more inaccurate the estimated time of arrival.  However, if the check-in is too close, the greater the possibility the traffic signal controller will be unable to provide priority service without affecting coordination.  There are several factors that have to be considered for an optimal check-in point.  In a CV environment, one is to tune the transmission signal strength and the receiving strength of the RSU (range) so the check-in point is within transmission range of whatever wireless communications system is being used.  The transmission rate (how often the data is generated and transmitted) and latency (delay) is another consideration.Check-out is less of a concern for the transit agency, but may be important to the traffic agency to allow the traffic signal controller to quickly transition back to coordination.  The transmission signal strength is less of a concern because it will be close to the intersection; but the transmission rate of the communications technology could be an issue.  How soon after the vehicle physically clear the intersection will the controller know?  Is it an updated SRM? Is it the BSM?  When will the message be transmitted?Another consideration is how often does the AVL system let the TSP application know its location?  Every 5 seconds? Every 30 seconds?



Additional Deployment Guidance

Nearside
• Estimated Time of Arrival for nearside bus stops varies 

widely, impacting signal coordination
• How long will the vehicle be stopped?
• Door open / left turn signal indication is helpful
• Right turning vehicles are another issue

Nearside / Farside

67

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Whether the bus stop is nearside or farside may also have an impact.  Nearside bus stops are not desired for TSP; it is very difficult to estimate the time of arrival to travel through the intersection, so the window to provide green time for the requestor has to be much wider (i.e., more green time may need to be provided, negatively impacting signal coordination).  How long a vehicle will be at the bus stop, right turning vehicles, all impact the estimated time of arrival (to enter the intersection).  The door opens and the left turn signal both may indicate if the transit vehicle will move or not.  Both indications are supported in the SRM messages, along with if the transit vehicle is loading an ADA passenger or a bicycle.



Additional Deployment Guidance

Nearside
• Queue jumps may be effective

• The check-in point may be the stopbar
Farside
• Approach speeds toward the intersection will not vary 

much (more predictable)

Nearside / Farside
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:Queue jumps are an effective method of supporting nearside bus stops.  It is a special signal indication that allows the transit vehicle to enter the intersection before other vehicles are released (receive a green indication).  For queue jumps, the check-in point could be the stopbar in the bus stop bay.
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Where would a PRS NOT likely to be located?

a) A transit vehicle

b) A traffic management center

c) A traffic signal controller cabinet

d) A traffic signal controller

Answer Choices

Question
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need a different question.



Review of Answers

a) A transit vehicle

Correct! A PRS is not likely to be found aboard a transit 
vehicle

b) A traffic management center

Incorrect. The functions of the PRS may be performed at a 
centralized server at a traffic management center.

c) A traffic signal controller cabinet

Incorrect. A PRS could be a physical device in the cabinet.

d) A traffic signal controller

Incorrect. The functions of the PRS may be performed by the 
traffic signal controller
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Learning Objective 4
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Implementation Considerations
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Implementation Considerations

• Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems 
(MMITSS)

• Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority (THEA) 
Connected Vehicle Pilot

• Redwood Road, Salt Lake City, Utah
• SANDAG Bus-on-Shoulders

Case Studies

74

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: 



• First implementations of signal priority in a CV 
Environment

• Anthem, AZ
• Palo Alto, CA

• Funded under the Connected Vehicle Pooled Fund 
Study.

• Used SAE J2735_200911
• SRM, SSM, MAP, SPaT messages
• Some minor differences with the SAE 

J2735_201603 version
• Used NTCIP 1202 to exchange data between the RSU 

and the signal controller
75

Introduction

Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems (MMITSS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduction to the MMITSS project.Pilot project to demonstrate the effectiveness of signal priority using CV technologies.Two different pilot projects – one site was Anthem, AZ, the other site in Palo Alto, CA.The pilot demonstration used the SAE J2735_200911 version of the standard.  Some of the lessons learned from MMITSS were incorporated into SAE J2735_201603 (March 2016), which is the current version of SAE J2735 at the time of this recording.NTCIP 1202 objects were used – NTCIP 1202 are the object definitions to monitor, control and configure traffic signal controllers.
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System Architecture

SRM

Signal timing

SSM
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Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems (MMITSS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This diagram represents the system architecture for MMITSS.  The equipped vehicle on the right transmits a SRM via the OBE (On Board Equipment) to the RSE Radio.  That message is forwarded from the RSE Radio to the MMITSS roadside processor, which also receives signal timing information from the controller using NTCIP 1202 objects.  Based on the business rules established, the MMITSS makes the decision on signal timing changes, sending NTCIP 1202 command objects to the traffic signal controller directing the controller what to do and how to allocate the green time.  The MMITSS then broadcasts a SSM to acknowledge the SRM. When the equipped vehicle departs the intersection, it sends a Cancel SRM.Content/Source URLMMITSS Final ConOps – Concept of Operations, Version 3.1 (Updated Final Submissions) 12/4/2012Source of GraphicMMITSS Final ConOps – Concept of Operations, Version 3.1 (Updated Final Submissions) 12/4/2012This slide has animation.



Multi-Modal Intelligent Traffic Signal Systems (MMITSS)

• Supports emergency vehicles and transit vehicles.
• This implementation considered priority based on 

performance measures such as overall delay
• Prior signal priority implementations were generally 

on a first come, first serve basis, particularly based 
on vehicle class (e.g., emergency vehicles).

• Improved vehicle travel time and travel time reliability
• Reduced delay for equipped transit vehicles by 8.2%
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Lessons Learned

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: One of the differences for this implementation was how priority was determined.  Prior and traditional implementations usually provides preferential treatment based on a first-come, first-serve basis, or based purely on the importance level of the vehicle type; for example, an emergency vehicle always have priority over a transit vehicle.  However, the algorithms used in MMITSS considered other performances such as overall delay.  So, MMITSS could give priority to a transit vehicle first and delay an emergency vehicle for 5 seconds if it reduced overall delay at the intersection.



Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority (THEA) 
Connected Vehicle Pilot

• One of the sites for USDOT’s CV Pilot Deployment 
Program

• Multimodal deployment in downtown Tampa, Florida
• Includes a transit signal priority application

• 10 Hillsborough Area Regional Transit (HART) 
buses

• Based on the MMITSS implementation, but with some 
modifications

• Adds support for coordination
• Converts SRM to NTCIP 1211 priority requests to 

the controller and NTCIP 1211 priority status 
objects from the controller to SSM

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduction to the THEA CV Pilot.10 HART buses were equipped. Used MMITSS as a starting point for the development, but modified to support coordination between multiple adjacent intersections, and to support NTCIP 1211 objects instead of NTCIP 1202 objects



Tampa Hillsborough Expressway Authority (THEA) 
Connected Vehicle Pilot

System Architecture
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Source: https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/pilots_thea.htm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: USDOT CV Pilot project in Tampa FL equips 10 Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority (HART) buses with OBUs operating as follows:Bus routes include MAP of virtual TSP detection zones on the approaches to signalized intersectionsWhen bus location matches a virtual TSP detection zone, the OBU broadcasts J2735 standard Signal Request Messages (SRM)The RSU receives the SRM and forwards to the HART transit central via fiber connectionIf the bus is on or ahead of schedule, the SRM is blocked and no further action occursIf the bus is behind schedule the HART central returns a priority request to the RSUThe RSU include a software object that receives the priority request along with other SRMs from other approaching vehicles, such as emergencyRSU issues NTCIP 1211 priority requests to the signal controller for each approaching vehicle RSU receives NTCIP 1211 priority status from the signal controller indicating the priority grantedRSU sends J2735 Signal Status Message (SSM) to inform approaching vehicles of the phase that was grantedThe SRM, SSM are logged and available to the researchers for performance measuresFor research purposes, the transit driver does not have a Human Machine Interface (HMI) screen indicating the SSM.This approach works as a coordinated transit corridor



Salt Lake City, Utah

• Utah DOT (UDOT) – deployed DSRC
• Redwood Road - 27 signalized intersections
• Utah Valley Express (UVX) Bus Rapid Transit in 

Provo, Utah – 47 signalized intersections
• Opportunity to gain experience with connected 

vehicles
• Goal of the TSP project is to improve schedule 

reliability and meet the SPaT Challenge
• Modified Arizona MMITSS to integrate the buses’ 

current on-time performance and passenger loading in 
the priority decision

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Utah DOT embarked on a project to deploy connected vehicles along a 11-mile urban arterial corridor.  The corridor consisted of 30 or so signalized intersection and had a transit bus route running on the corridor.  The goal of deploying TSP using CV technologies was to improve schedule reliability, while meeting the SPaT challenge, a challenge for all 50 states to deploy CV technologies for at least 20 signalized intersections.  To implement TSP, UDOT used Arizona’s MMITSS and modified it to support the equipment that UDOT deployed (Arizona and UDOT deployed RSUs from different vendors), and to consider schedule adherence and passenger loading (e.g., if the bus is full) to determine its priority.



Salt Lake City, Utah

System Architecture
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Source: Utah DOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: In UDOT’s implementation, the onboard PRG, shown as the On-board processor on the left, uses its GPS location and received MAP messages to determine the identifiers of the lane that vehicle expects to enter and exit the intersection.Using its position, estimated desired service time, desired ingress and egress lanes, if a priority request is desired, the onboard OBU generates SRM.The PRS in the roadside processor unit on the right collects the SRMs from vehicles, selects a service, then triggers the appropriate priority input in the controller.Then the PRS transmits a SSM with the table on the status of all the priority requests.



Salt Lake City, Utah

• Same equipped intersections provide signal 
preemption to UDOT snowplow vehicles in addition to 
other signalized intersections

• 46 snow plows
• Evaluation study underway for the UVX BRT Project 

and the Snow Plow Pre-emption Project
• More TSP and Snow Plow Pre-emption Corridors being 

added.

Lessons Learned
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: An example of how an implementation can be used to support TSP and priority for other vehicles using the same infrastructure.



SANDAG Bus On Shoulders

• Pilot project to explore technologies to support buses 
traveling in transit-only lanes of a freeway

• SANDAG, in partnership with San Diego 
Metropolitan Transit System (MTS), the California 
Department of Transportation (Caltrans), and the 
US Department of Transportation (USDOT)

• The transit-only lanes are in the shoulder lanes so 
where the shoulder lanes and the on-ramp lanes 
merge is a conflict area.

• Using CV technology with ramp meters to hold 
vehicles on the on-ramps as transit vehicles approach 
the conflict (merge) area
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Introduction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message:The SANDAG Bus on Shoulders is a pilot project implementing transit signal priority using CV technology at a ramp meter instead of at a signalized intersection.  The goal of this pilot project is to explore technologies to support buses traveling in transit-only lanes of a freeway.Note: important to mention the partners.However, the transit-only lanes are the shoulder lanes of the freeway and is a safety concern where on-ramps merge with the shoulder lanes.  As a result, CV technologies are being used to force ramp meters to hold vehicles on the on-ramps as transit vehicles approach the conflict (merge) area.



SANDAG Bus On Shoulders
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Source: SANDAG 

Concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This diagram depicts the bus on shoulders concept at the ramp meters.  Using wireless technology, the transit vehicle broadcasts its location via the OBU.  A RSU at the ramp meter processes the location of the transit vehicles and as a transit vehicle approaches the conflict/merge area, the ramp meter is instructed to hold vehicles on the on-ramp until the transit vehicle clears the conflict area.



SANDAG Bus On Shoulders

• OBUs are installed on the transit vehicles and RSUs 
are installed at the ramp meters

• Using V2I communications and WSMs
• Transit vehicles broadcast BSMs
• Ramp meters broadcast SSMs
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System Architecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Only BSMs are broadcasted by the transit vehicles.  Transit vehicles do not transmit SRMs but the ramp meters do broadcast SSMs over WSM. WSMs will allow them to switch to C-V2X radios.



U.S. Department of Transportation
Office of the Assistant Secretary for 
Research and Technology



Which of the following is an important consideration 
when deploying TSP in a CV environment?

a) Security

b) Physical architecture

c) Criteria for granting priority requests

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

87



Review of Answers

a) Security

Incorrect. Security is an important consideration for CV.

b) Physical architecture

Incorrect. The physical architecture is an important consideration 
for TSP system. 

c) Criteria for granting priority requests

Incorrect. The criteria for granting priority requests is an 
important consideration for a TSP system.

d) All of the above

Correct! All of the above are important considerations for a 
TSP system in a CV environment.
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Describe how transit signal priority may be provided in a 
connected vehicle environment

Describe TSP Standards in a Connected Vehicle 
Environment

Describe what agencies need to do to prepare for CV 
TSP implementation

Implementation Considerations

89

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have learned:In this module, we’ve described what the connected vehicle environment is and showed how--by wireless sharing information between vehicles and the infrastructure--how transportation agencies can provide transit signal priority.We reviewed some of the standards that may be used to provide TSP in a CV environment, including SAE J2735 and IEEE 1609.2.  We also described some of the information that is passed back and forth between the transit vehicle and the infrastructure in a TSP system.Next, we talked about some of the deployment decisions that must be made when designing a TSP system in a CV environment.  While the focus is on transit signal priority, the same concepts do apply to freight and emergency vehicles also, and implementation may benefit from investments by multiple agencies.And finally, we presented 4 different TSP deployments and discussed some of the differences between the deployments.Finally, it is important to remember why we are deploying a connected vehicle environment; through the wireless exchange of information among vehicles, travelers, and the infrastructure, CV has the potential to improve safety and mobility on our roadways and to improve the environment.



We Have Now Completed the TSP 
Curriculum

Module 8: Arterial Management and Transit Signal 
Priority: Understanding User Needs for Signal Control 
Priority (SCP) Based on NTCIP 1211 Standard - Part 1 
of 2.

Module 9: Arterial Management and Transit Signal 
Priority: Understanding User Needs for Signal Control 
Priority (SCP) Based on NTCIP 1211 Standard - Part 2 
of 2

Module 20: Application of Arterial Management/Transit 
Signal Priority Standards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: This is the fourth of a series of modules on transit signal priority.  The first module described the how an SCP system works and what they are capable ofThe second module detailed how ITS standards can be selected and used to  support an SCP system The third module discussed how selected ITS standards are used to  develop, specify, and test a TSP implementation



Modules of Interest

Module 11: Transit and the Connected Vehicle 
Environment/Emerging Technologies, Applications and 
Future Platforms

Module 23: Leveraging Communications Technologies 
for Transit On-Board Integration

CV273: Introduction of SPaT / MAP Messages

CSE201: Introduction to Security Credential Management 
System

CV265: Introduction to IEEE 1609 Family of Standards for 
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments (WAVE)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Module 11 introduces the CV standards relevant to transit agencies in general, including the communications protocol standards.Module 23 introduces how transit agencies can prepare its transit vehicles for the connected vehicle environment.This module focuses on the SRM and SSM messages.  It was mentioned that the SPaT and MAP messages are also needed at signalized intersections.  CV273 introduces the SPaT and MAP messages.
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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